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Introduction 

Recent announcements such as the Prudential’s plan to fully demutualize have brought 

the issue of demutualization to the forefront of the insurance industry. The Center for Insurance 

Research estimates that one in six households may be impacted by the demutualization of 

Prudential alone. A number of other mutuals have also discussed plans to dcrnutualize or are 

currently in the process of demutualizing: John Hancock. Standard Life. General American Life, 

Pacific Life. Mercer Mutual. Metropolitan Life. Mutual Life. and Farmers Casualty Company 

Mutual. to list a few. UNUM. Equitable, Reliastar and Allmerica represent a few ofthe growing 

number of companies that have successfully demutualized over the last decade. 

Based on A.M. Best’s Agareaates and Averages as of December 3 I. 1996. 396 Property 

& Casualty (P&C) mutuals have over $205 billion in cash and invested ass&. with an additional 

$25 billion in non-invested assets. They are currently holding loss and loss adjustment reserves 

of $93 billion and unearned premium reserves of $33 billion Total consolidated policyholder 

surplus for the mutual companies reviewed by .A.M Best exceeds $82 billion dollars as of 

December 3 I. 1996 ‘_ 

The aforementioned figures emphasize the importance of demutualization analyses for 

the P&C industry. Although most ofthe activity has occurred on the Lift side. the P&C industry 

is now witnessing a similar increase in demutualization activity driven by the need to access 

additional capital. Not only are the amounts of dollars at stake staggering. dcmutualization also 

has a number of direct and indirect impacts: 

l Direct impact on current policyholders’ ownership rights: 

l Direct impact on company management incentives and compensation 

(i.e. stock options); 

l Direct impact on government legislation and statutes that control the 

authorization and regulation of P&C demutualizations: 
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l Direct impact on competitiveness of the insurance market and access 

to capital; 

l Direct impact on the supply and demand of stock insurance companies 

listed on the NYSE and NASDAQ; 

l Indirect impact on the market value of current stockholder owned 

companies as investment advisors reassess current market valuations 

based upon alternative investment options; and 

l Indirect impact on the legislative agendas in other states that have yet 

to approve statutes and legislation governing demutualizations. 

The authors currently use DFA to focus on four key target markets within the insurance 

industry: 

I Analysis of risk through future time horizons with implications on strategic 

planning, operations. investments and surplus allocation; 

2. Actuarial appraisal of economic value for P&C insurance company 

demutualizations; 

3. Review of an individual client’s reinsurance program and opportunities for 

enhancing coverage in a more cost effective manner: and 

4. Traditional reviews of cash flow and capital adequacy. 

The purpose of this paper is lo describe and explain how the new and evolving field of 

dynamic financial analysis (DFA) can be used in the assessment of P&C mutual insurance 

company demutualizations and the actuarial appraisal of economic value. 

Demutualization Feasibility 

Industry analysts and companies in the process of demutualizing who have posted 

information on their web sites say the number one answer to the question “why demutualize?” is 
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“access to capital”. John Hancock’s web site http:/lwww.,iohnhancock.com answers the previous 

question bj stating: 

The Bowes Funds \+eb site http:!/w?%w.bou-esfundscom answers the question: 

The next logical question to ask is \rh> mutual companies cannot raise capital under their 

current structure. The uhite paper draft titled Mutual Insurance’ lloldin~ C’ompan\ 

Reorganizations from the National Association oflnsurunce C’umml>\itrncr\ (X:ZIC) lists four 

ways a mutual company can increase their capital hare. 

I. Through retention of net profits: 

2. Issuance of surplus and capital notes: 
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3. Offering shares of stock in a downstream subsidiary, and 

4. Merger 

Expansion into different geographic areas or entering new lines of business requires a 

large amount of initial capital investment. The above methods are not efficient alternatives for 

achieving growth. profitability and responding to market opportunities. Retention of net profits 

is largely driven by the current hardness or softness of insurance prices. A company’s current 

line of business profitability depends upon the market prices underlying each book of business. 

Increasing profitability generally requires a combination of raising policyholder premiums, 

writing more profitable accounts, reducing losses. or reducing expenses such as agent 

commissions and acquisition expenses. Since companies are already heavily focused on 

minimizing costs and expenses and developing profitable books of business, obtaining the capital 

through current profits to finance new growth is difficult at best. 

The issuance of surplus and capital notes has a number of drawbacks. The white paper 

draft from the NAIC lists a number of limitations for using surplus notes: 

l A surplus note is a form of debt that must be repaid, therefore, no 

permanent capital is created; 

. A number of states have imposed limits on the total amount of 

policyholders’ surplus that can be derived from the issuance of surplus 

notes; 

l Surplus notes. as a form of capital, carry a substantial cost in the foml 

of debt service; 

l Surplus notes require regulatory approval of all payments of principal 

and interest. This creates uncertainty for an investor, raising the cost 

of capital; and 

l Insurance rating agencies typically count surplus notes as debt, i.e. a 

liability, rather than equity, in their evaluation of an insurance 

company’s claims paying ability. 
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Capital notes have similar drawbacks to surplus notes as discussed above, except interest 

and principal repayments often do not require the approval of the insurance regulator. 

Offering shares of stock in a downstream subsidiary has a number of operational and 

regulatory limitations, the most significant of which eliminates the use by the parent of the newly 

raised capital from the subsidiary stock offering. All capital raised must remain in the new stock 

subsidiary, resulting in no direct benefit to the parent company since capital cannot be 

reallocated where needed within the organization. 

Mutual companies may also choose to merge with other mutual insurance companies. 

Unfortunately, merging with other mutual companies does not address the need for additional 

capital. Although reductions in duplicate staff and the consolidation of financial, marketing, 

operational, and other areas may reduce expenses, the merged company still must address the 

issue of increasing capital through retention of the combined entity’s net profits. 

Demutualization Process 

The demutualization process requires a number of different phases in order to transform a 

mutual company into a stockholder owned company. A diagram of the five phases has been 

attached in Appendix A. The paper focuses on phases two through four but a brief description of 

phases one and five has been included below. 

The tirst phase requires company management to decide whether or not they need to 

demutualize in order to access additional capital. Management’s need for additional capital can 

be driven by a number of factors such as investment in and implementation of new technology. 

rapid growth of existing lines of business, expansion into new lines of business and strategic 

acquisitions or mergers. The insurance industry has seen tremendous consolidation with mega 

mergers like Citibank and Travelers as well as Berkshire Hathaway’s proposed purchase of 

General Reinsurance. The aforementioned transactions as well as a host of other deals occurring 

throughout the P&C industry have increased competition across all lines of business. Mutual 

companies are now competing against enormous financial institutions with widening distribution 

channels through the use of banks and affinity relationships. An opportunity to level the playing 
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field for most mutual companies lies in the ability to access additional capital through the capital 

markets and the initial public offering process by choosing to demutualize. 

The second phase requires the completion of a number of different tasks in order to 

perform the DFA analysis. The first task requires an in-depth review of historical company data 

and discussions with company management. The review focuses on all aspects of the balance 

sheet, the income statement and the cash flows generated by the company. A number of the key 

assumptions underlying the model such as expected loss ratios, investment returns, asset classes 

and expense ratios can be established at this time. The second task involves the mock-up and 

parameterization of the stochastic model. A thorough review of the underwriting module, payout 

module and investment module occur at this time as well as the customization of the model for 

any company specific assumptions. The third task requires a review of the model with the 

stochastic switch turned off. It is important to verify the expected results generated by the model 

for reasonability and consistency tiith historical results achieved by the company. The model 

outputs a number of operating ratios and leverage ratios that can be compared with the historical 

ratios produced by the company. 

The third phase establishes the actuarial appraisal range of value by stochastically 

simulating company results for the future years. Each individual simulation is saved in the 

storage module for use in the confidence interval testing. The authors currently use a middle 

eighty percent confidence interval to establish the actuarial appraisal range of value for the 

mutual company under review. The appraisal value factors used in determining the actuarial 

appraisal range of value are derived using the ratio of the estimated company value simulated by 

the model to the company’s actual December 3 I” surplus for the last historical year. 

The fourth phase requires the acceptance of the results by management, the insurance 

department and the policyholders. This phase initially involves in-depth discussions between 

company management, legal representatives and the insurance department about the underlying 

assumptions and appraisal range determined by the model. It is important to communicate what 

the appraisal range of value does and does not cover. For example, the model does not estimate 

the purchase price that would be agreed upon between a potential buyer and seller. Items such as 
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the perceived value in the company‘s name brand recognition. agency distribution netuork. value 

of licenses. and goodwill arc not esplicitly included in the model’s appraisal ~aluc. Although 

somr of the items may be implicitly included in the appraisal 1 alw. the! may rcquirc a 

subjective analysis by company management in or&r to dctcrminc the linal compensation value 

that will represent the policyholdrrs’ ov,nership interest in the company. 

The fairness of the final compensation value dctcrmincd by management and adopted by 

the Board of Directors is discussed at a public hcariny called by the Commissioner of Insurance 

from the company’s state of domicile. The purpose of the public hearing is to rcviw the 

policyholder notice issued by the mutual cornpan) and IO discuss any issues that arise about the 

determination ofthe final compensation value. ‘l‘hc key goal of the public hearing is IO 

determine whether the mutual company’s plan for converting to a stock cwnpany is fair and 

equitable to the polic),holders. 

The tifth phase deals ui~h the company’s next steps after completing the dcmutualization 

and becoming a stock insurance cornpan!, ~1s the company acquires additional capital and 

begins entering into nw lines ofbusincss. gro\\ing csisting lines ofbusincss. acquiring 

companies. or merging. it is important to analyze the proper allocation of surplus to the 

investments opportunities that \\ill gcncralc the highest returns with the loxrss~ amount of risk. 

This type of analysis requires a more sophisticated DF.4 model addressing issues such as 

analysis ofreinsurance on a contract by contract basis using a frequency-wvtrity based approach. 

implementation of management intwention steps (e.g. reserve strengthening and portfolio 

rebalancing). and impacts on the company’s ratings. 

Demutualizrtion MethodoloQ 

The authors determine an actuarial appraisal range of value based upon the application of 

a DFA model which estimates future statutory income. cash flo\*. and dividends to policyholders 

(or capital contributions) with supporting balance sheets. income statements and cash flow 

statements. The dividends determined by the DFA model represent payments from statutory 

earnings that could be made, subject to constraints in assumcd Icvcraye based on maintaining 

either a net liability to Surplus ratio or a net written premium to surplus ratio. If earnings are not 
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sufficient to allow a dividend payment, the DFA model provides for a capital contribution. The 

actuarial appraisal value for current policyholders is estimated by taking the present value of 

estimated future policyholder dividends (or capital contributions), plus the remaining surplus at 

the end of the simulation period, discounted at the opportunity cost of capital (OCC). The 

actuarial appraisal value can be adjusted for two additional items, including the tax implications 

associated with the adjustments: 

I. Inadequacy or redundancy in the stated reserves; and 

2. Adjustment of assets to their fair market value. 

The DFA model utilizing the above methodology was actually developed using a more 

complex DFA model which was developed by the authors’ firm for individual insurance 

company strategic planning. management review and intervention, and surplus allocation. Some 

of the features of the larger model such as surplus allocation by business unit or line of business. 

investment portfolio turnover and rebalancing, management review and intervention, and the 

development of reinsurance on a contract-by-contract basis, are not needed for the estimation of a 

mutual company’s actuarial appraisal of economic value. The authors nicknamed the DFA 

model “DFA-Light” due to its ease of use and manageable size. The simplified DFA model has 

a number of advantages: 

l The model is very customizable and easy to use since it is in 

spreadsheet form; 

l Mutual company annual statement data is readily available and easy to 

load into the model; 

l The model is easier to parameterize than the larger DFA model; 

l The key assumptions underlying the model and the simulation results 

and graphical output are easy to explain; and 

l The analysis can be completed in a relatively short period of time, as 

compared to the time required by the more sophisticated, larger model. 

Appendix B displays a flow chart of the model. 
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Conceptual Framework 

To understand the conceptual framework behind the establishment of the actuarial 

appraisal range of value and the determination of the OCC. we have decided to take a step back 

and provide a simplified example. The example below will help to explain some of the more 

counterintuitive results that can be derived using the DFA model. 

Suppose an investor has $747.26 to invest. The investor is presented with two investment 

options: 

I. Purchase a risk-free five year zero coupon bond, with a 6.0% yield; or 

2. Invest in XYZ Casualty Mutual. 

XYZ Casualty Mutual’s premiums are written and earned on l2/3 I/xX. losses are incurred and 

paid on 12/31/Xx, the company pays no taxes or investment expenses, invests in one year bonds 

with a 6.0% coupon, and writes business at a I :I premium to beginning surplus ratio. However, 

insurance results are uncertain and likely to vary from the expected level. For purposes of this 

example XYZ Casualty Mutual is assumed to have a 30% probability of running a 100.0% 

combined ratio (CR) (see Appendix C.1). a 19% probability of running a 90.0% CR (see 

Appendix C.Z), and a 51% probability of running a 105.09/o CR (see Appendix C.3). 

If the investor chooses the first option. the $747.26 investment grows with certainty to 

$1000.00 ($747.26 x (1.06)‘) at the end of five years. If the investor chooses the second option, 

the expected return is the same $1000.00 at the end of five years based upon the probabilities 

specified above (see Table I). Although the investor expects to earn 6.0% annually. the investor 

has a 5 I% chance of earning I .O%. a 30% chance of earning 6.0%, with only a 19% probability 

of earning in excess of the 6.0% return at 16.0%. 

In order for the investor to choose the second option, the investor must be compensated 

for assuming the additional risk by receiving a higher return on his/her investment. This higher 

return is the investor’s OCC. The OCC is itself dependent on the investor’s expectations of 

future interest rates, inflation, the risk represented by the volatility of earnings in the insurance 
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business and the perceived prospective returns from alternative investment options available to 

the investor. 

Assuming other insurance companies writing similar lines of business return 10.0% to 

their owners, the investor could set his/her OCC at 10.0%. The 4.0% return above the 6.0% risk 

free rate represents the investor’s perceived cost of assuming the additional underwriting risk. 

Table I summarizes the results: 

Table 1 

Initial 

InvestmenU Annual OCC Ratio to 
Beginning 12131/02 Percent Adjusted Initial 

ProbabilihrSurplllSmmmmlnvestment 
OPTION 1 

Zero Coupon Bond 100% 747.26 1000 00 6.0% 6.0% 747.26 l.ooO 

OPTION 2 
XYZ Mutual 100% 747.26 looo.w 6.0% 10.0% 620.92 0.831 

CR - 100.0% 30% 1 .wo.oo 6.0% 620.92 
CR - 90.0% 19% 156950 16.0% 974.53 
CR - 105.0% 51% 785.30 1.0% 467.66 

Using risk adjusted returns, the investor can now see that investing in the zero coupon bond and 

investing in XYZ Mutual with an expected $1000 return is not equivalent. The investor could 

have taken the $747.26 and invested in a higher yielding corporate bond or invested in another 

insurance company which offered higher returns commensurate with the amount of risk taken on 

by the investor. 

The above example helps to demonstrate how the company’s growth from the current 

surplus level can actually be eroded over a number of years when compared to the risk-free 

investment. If XYZ Mutual’s investment strategies are below average or the company runs 

combined ratios in excess of industry norms, the company will continue to increase surplus, but 

at a rate well below the desired OCC. This helps to explain why a portion of the actuarial 

appraisal range is below the beginning surplus for some of our demutualization analyses. Even a 

company with sound investment strategies and competitive combined ratios can produce results 
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below the starting surplus when the stochastic simulation produces larger losses than normal or 

poorer investment returns than expected for some of the individual simulations. 

Parameterization 

Parameterization of the DFA model requires estensivc initial discussions with the 

company’s management and a revie\v of their statutory annual statcmcnts for the last three to five 

years. The report underlying the statemenl ofactuarial opinion and a review of the auditor’s 

independent report help in reviewing the actual historical results of the company fur use in model 

simulation. 

As discussed previously in the section titled Dcmutualization Process. the second phase 

involves a thorough review of the data requirements for the underwriting mod&. payout module 

and investment module. Ahhough historical cornpan! Dada dcri~cd from internal cornpan> 

repons. the smtutor) annual Slatemrnt and other \xorkpapcrs xc cstrcmely valuable. these data 

sources arc inadcquntc lo full) pammctcrix the model on a stand illonc basis. A Lariely of 

external data sources can be used to assist in rhc evaluation uf the cornpan! ‘s data in order to 

parametcrirc the model. 

The paramrterization of the investment module in\ol\cs the determination of expected 

returns. variation and correlation by asset class. Dcpcnding on the complexit> ofthc I~UIURI 

company’s investment strategy. internal hisruricul data ma! be inadequate IO properI> 

parameter& the model. A valuable exIerna1 source for kc! L’.S. asset class data is Ibhotson‘s 

“Srocks. Bonds. Bills. and Inflation Yearbook” rrhich pro\ idch ~~a1 rcfurns nnd index values for 

stocks, long-term bonds. long and intermediate term go\ crtuncnt bonds and trcxury bills. The 

necessary items can be loaded into the model based upon lhc asxt class alklcation of the mutual 

company under review As with all assumptions rltilircd in lhc model. IIW simulated befbre-tus 

portfolio yield must bc compared \+ith hisloricnl company results in order 10 \erili the 

reasonability of the selected assel class paramctcrs. 

The parameterization of the payout module involves 111~ cs:limalion (11’ line of business 

payout patterns and the loading of tax specific inlimnation under $846 of the Internal Revenue 
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Code. The selection of the line of business payout patterns is largely dependent upon the amount 

of available company data. In situations where the company’s historical data lacks the credibility 

to sufficiently estimate a reasonable payout pattern for a line of business, industry data can be 

credibility weighted with the company’s data in order to select the appropriate payout pattern. A 

number of industry sources exist for reference such as Sheshunoff s loss reserve development 

patterns for primary and reinsurance companies, Reinsurance Association of America’s (RAA) 

loss development factors, and A.M. Bests Aggregates & Averages Property-Casualty review. 

It is important to note that the size of the DFA model is largely dependent upon the 

number of lines of business written by the company and how investible assets are allocated in the 

company’s portfolio between taxable bonds, tax-exempt bonds, stocks and other available asset 

classes. A number of other items can impact the size of the model but to a much smaller extent. 

Other income items such as finance and service charges from installment plans, treatment of non- 

investible assets, smaller scale liability items. and the handling of deferred compensation benefits 

and post-retirement health benefits can increase the model’s size. As one would expect, the 

larger the mutual company, the more complicated the analysis becomes. The initial discussions 

with management and financial documents discussed above help to set the framework for the 

final layout of the DFA model. 

Key Assumptions 

Two of the key assumptions to determine the actuarial appraisal range of value in the 

authors’ DFA model are: 

1. Leverage Ratio 

2. Renewal Retention Ratio (RRR) 

The DFA model allows the user to select either a net liability to surplus ratio or a net 

written premium to surplus ratio to control the indicated dividends required from the 

policyholder. To the extent that net earnings in future years are not sufficient to maintain the 

selected leverage ratio, a capital contribution is indicated. Otherwise, a dividend to policyholders 

is reflected to bring the ratio to the selected leverage ratio. The leverage ratios can be derived 
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from industry comparisons with companies writing similar lines of business or based on an 

individual state’s regulatory requirements. Selection of the appropriate leverage ratio should 

reflect many risk factors including uncertainty in undetwriting financial results, cash flows and 

investment returns. 

A leverage ratio is applied to maintain a uniform risk profile over the simulation period. 

Essentially. dividend and capital contributions are controlled in such a way as to maintain a 

balance between the insurance liabilities and the capital supporting them. In this process. 

consideration is given to factors that impact both liabilities and surplus, including those reported 

under conventional accounting and the economic adjustments mentioned previously. 

The RRR represents the percentage of policyholders that renew each year and is easily 

derived from historical company data. Our model applies the RRR to the company’s in-force 

business, resulting in a run-off of the current policyholders net written premium over the ten year 

simulation period. The method can be classified as a “run-off’ approach since we do not 

consider the value of future business that could be generated by the company. The “run-off 

approach was selected over an approach that also considers the value of future business 

generation due to the policyholder’s unique ownership interest in a mutual company.. Unlike a 

stock insurance company where the owners’ value (shares outstanding) is fixed regardless of the 

growth in the number of policyholders, a mutual insurance company owners’ value is diluted as 

the number of policyholders grows, since each additional policyholder becomes an owner of the 

company. Using the RRR “run-off’ approach provides an estimate of the actuarial appraisal 

value without diluting the current policyholders’ ownership interest. 

Losses and Reinsurance 

The authors have used two approaches when modeling losses and reinsurance: 

I. Net ultimate expected loss ratio (ELR) approach 

2. Frequency and severity (FS) approach and the modeling of reinsurance on a 

contract-by-contract basis 
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We currently use an ELR approach for the estimation of ultimate loss and allocated loss 

adjustment expense (ALAE) by accident year. The ELR can be compiled directly from historical 

company results since the actuarial report and internal company reports often provide ten or more 

years of net ultimate loss ratios by line of business. The mean and the standard deviation can be 

determined explicitly for each line of business. Table 2 shows an example of how to calculate 

the mean and standard deviation using XYZ Mutual’s ultimate accident year loss ratios for the 

last nine years. The expected loss ratio and the standard deviation were calculated using 

mathematical functions standard in most spreadsheet packages. 

Table 2 

XYZ Mutual 
I Net I ass R&&&B) 

Accident Ultimate 
YfLaI LB 
1989 75.0% 
1990 73.0% 
1991 70.0% 
1992 78.0% 
1993 80.0% 
1994 750% 
1995 68.0% 
1996 75.0% 
1997 flL!l% 

Mean: 75.0% 
SD: 4.3% 

Probabilihr 
0.01 
0.05 
0.15 
0.25 
0.35 
0.50 
0.65 
0.75 
0.95 
0.99 

Standard Deviation (SD) 

il.!l% 21L2h J.!L!J%m 
72.7% 65.0% 
73.4% 67.9% 
74.0% 70.5% 
74 3% 721% 
74.6% 73.3% 
75.0% 75.0% 
75.4% 76.7% 
75.7% 77.9% 
76.6% 82.1% 
77.3% 85.0% 

51.7% 40.1% 
58.6% 50.3% 
64.6% 59.5% 
68.3% 64.9% 
71.1% 69.2% 
75.0% 75.0% 
78.9% 80.8% 
81.7% 85.1% 
91.4% 99.7% 
98.3% 109.9% 

XYZ Mutual’s explicitly calculated standard deviation is 4.3%. For comparison 

purposes, four possible normal distributions have been provided using a mean loss ratio of 75.0% 

and standard deviations of l.O%, 4.3%, 10.0% and 15.0% (see Appendix D for graphical 

display). For a standard deviation of 4.3%, the stochastically simulated loss ratios will be less 

than or equal to 77.9% three quarters of the time. Alternatively. the DFA model could use a 

skewed distribution depending on the line of business. 

Lines with the possibility of catastrophes can be modeled using a split point ELR. An 

analysis can be performed using catastrophe modeling to estimate the probability of a catastrophe 

occurring (i.e. 1 in every 100 years). Based upon industry analysis, catastrophe modeling, and 
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historical company catastrophe experience. the appropriate catastrophe El .R can he loaded into 

the DFA model along with the non-catastrophe El-R. The DFA model then stochastically 

simulates the line of business ELR hy accident year bawd upon the catastrophe occurrence 

probability. 

The ELR approach has a numher of benefits otcr the 1-S approach: 

l The ELR approach is much easier to understand and csplain to insurance 

regulators and policyholders. As stntcd nhovc. in is hased directly on company 

provided data. 

. The TS method rrquires the estimation ofesposurcs \\bich i4 somctimcs 

difficult to obtain (e.g. General I.iability. ma! use sales. square footage. or 

payroll) and the estimation of severity hased up~w a lognormal distribution or 

sonic other distribution \\hich may not seem intuitive to the non-insurance 

rcviwcr. 

. The ELR approach is easier IO paramcterizc since cstimatcs of the i7t.R and 

standard deviation are sin+ to derilc. 1.1~~ IKS approach requires more 

actuarial rigor. 

. The LLR approach doesn’t require the loading ofrcinsurancc inti)rmntion on a 

contract by contract hasis. 

Accident year ultimate tosses and ALAE are devclopcd into calendar year using the 

payout pattern for each line of husiness. Payout patterns can he determined using internal 

company reports along with the external sources discussed previously. I Jnallocated loss 

adjustment expense (ULAE) can be calculated separately or loaded into the expected loss and 

ALAE ratio. 
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Invested Assets 

The before-tax portfolio yield of the invested assets can be determined directly from the 

annual statement. The allocation of the invested assets to individual asset classes is important for 

tax considerations and requires a minimum of three asset classes: taxable investments, tax- 

exempt bonds and dividend-generating assets. Tax-exempt bonds and dividend-generating assets 

are used in the calculation of income taxes due to the removal of tax-exempt income, the 

dividends received deduction (DRD), and the subsequent tax proration of both items. 

The model can be expanded to cover any number of different asset classes depending 

upon the investment strategy of the mutual company under review. The approach used by the 

authors combines expected returns, variation and correlation. For any given asset class, these 

three items must be defined in order to generate the outcome of events. 

An important consideration for any appraisal range of value is the direction of future 

interest rates. Rising interest rates for a company that holds a majority of its invested assets in 

longer term bonds can be rather devastating if assets need to be sold in order to satisfy 

policyholder demands or the payment of dividends. Under the current interest rate environment 

where thirty year government bonds are hovering at yields of roughly 5%, a significant potential 

future risk lies in an upside swing in interest rates. The authors’ DFA model can be run 

assuming a steady interest rate environment for the future simulation years, a falling then rising 

interest rate environment, or rising then falling interest rate environment. Our discussions with 

company management and insurance regulators point out that assuming a steady interest rate 

environment under the current interest rate conditions may result in a slight overstatement of the 

appraisal range of value depending upon how well the company has matched their assets and 

liabilities. Rising interest rates and the selling of bonds that are not held to maturity can result in 

capital losses, since the market value of bonds at the time of sale decrease from the amortized 

cost values shown on the annual statement. A company with an asset duration exceeding its 

liability duration by a large margin may require an explicit calculation of the possible capital 

losses under a rising interest rate scenario. 
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Non-Invested Assets 

The DFA model can be programmed to handle non-invested assets in a number of 

different ways depending upon the size of the various non-invested assets. Agents’ balances or 

uncollected premiums usually represent the largest non-invested asset on most balance sheets’. 

Agents balances flow through to the cash flow statement based upon the percentage of written 

premiums collected each year. The use of alternative assumptions to run-off the other assets 

usually has a minimal impact on the results of the demutualization analysis due to the small 

percentage of assets that are classified as non-invested assets when compared to the total balance 

sheet assets. A more detailed approach would be to develop collection/recovee patterns for 

other categories such as reinsurance recoverable on loss and LAE payments and federal income 

tax recoverable. For some of the smaller categories such as electronic data processing equipment 

and interest. dividends and real estate income due and accrued, the kaluc added by individual 

estimation would be minimal. 

Other Liabilities (excluding benefit accruals) 

Similar to non-invested assets, the DFA model can be programmed to handle other 

liabilities in a number of different ways. Other liabilities exclude losses. LAE and unearned 

premium reserves, the three largest liability categories. and represent a small percentage of the 

total balance sheet liabilities. Other liabilities can be lumped together and treated like a single 

unpaid expense. similar to the treatment discussed above for non-invested assets and agents’ 

balances. The assumptions used to run off the other liabilities usually has a minimal impact on 

the results of the demutualization analysis due to the small percentage of liabilities classified as 

other liabities. The excess of statutory reserves over statement reserves can be explicitly 

calculated and reflected as appropriate in the balance shecl liability and the surplus account. 

Benefit Accruals 

A simplifying assumption is to freeze the deferred compensation and post-retirement 

health benefit accruals at the December 3 1’ value for the last historical year. A separate analysis 
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of the materiality of the accrual may be required if there is a perception that the held accrual may 

be inadequate. 

Other Income 

Other income items such as finance and service charges not included in premiums and 

servicing carrier revenue can result in an increase in net income. It is important not to forget 

such cash flow items in the demutualization analysis. The authors recommend two ways of 

handling other income items; the first approach would allow for an explicit calculation of other 

income items as a percentage of net written premiums, the second approach would reduce the 

line of business expense ratios for any additional other income items. 

Taxes 

The provision for Federal Income Tax utilized in the DFA model reflects only taxes 

attributable to operations without any consideration of the effect of a sale of the business. 

Current federal corporate tax rates have been assumed throughout the ten year simulation period. 

The DFA model considers regular tax versus alternative minimum tax, including loss reserve 

discounting. revenue offset, tax-exempt income adjustments and the DRD, including proration. 

For the purpose of discounting loss reserves for federal tax, IRS discount factors or company 

payout patterns can be used in the model. 

DFA Model Sample Analysis 

Presented below is simplified illustration of an actual actuarial appraisal of economic 

value performed by the authors. 

XYZ Casualty Mutual writes personal automobile insurance for the automobile liability 

(AL) and physical damage (PD) lines of business. XYZ currently has $4.3 million dollars of 

surplus as of December 3 I, 1998 and invests primarily in taxable bonds. A review of the 

historical loss and LAE ratios for XYZ indicated an expected loss ratio of 78.0% for AL and an 

expected loss and LAE ratio of 70% for PD. The standard deviation for both lines of business 

were selected at 5.0% based upon a review of XYZ’s internal company reports and the Statement 
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of Actuarial Opinion. Accident year ultimate loss and LAE ratios were simulated assuming a 

normal distribution and developed into calendar )cnr cash flows using the helow cumulative 

payout patterns by line of business: 

Age in Months 

12 j 36 48 60 2 &! !?!i 

AL 0.400 0.700 0.850 0.900 0.070 0.980 0.990 0.995 

PD 0.850 0.950 0.990 1 .OOO 1.000 1.000 I .OOO I .oOO 

A number of simplifying assumptions were made to the DFA model for purpose of this 

example. AL and PD expenses Lvherr set equal to 18.0% in the model to rekt commissions. 

taxes. licensees. and fees. other acquisition espcnsc and gcncral expenses. Other income items 

such as linance and service charges from installment plans rbere assumed 10 he negligihlc. A 

majority of XYZ’s tasablc investments nere placed in bonds. resulting in a yield on average 

assets over the simulation period of roughly So% before taxes. Investments originally allocated to 

tax-exempt bonds and di\ idcnd gcncrating assets h! SYZ ~crt‘ re,dlocutcd to taxable bonds in 

order IO avoid adjustments to tax-exempt income and the DRD. 

A RRR or 87.5% was selected based upon XYZ’s historical lapse ratio of 12.5%. A net 

liability to surplus ratio (NLSR) of 2: I was selrctcd to control the dividends (or capital 

contributions) made to the policlholdrr based upon ;I rcvic\v ofcompanies Mriting similar lines 

of business. .4lthough a slightly lo\\cr ratio of I .i: I \\as indicakd h! the review of the other 

companies. the authors judgmentally sclcctcd a higher 2: 1 ratio. Industry NI.SR ratios have been 

louver in recent years due to the above average stock mnrkct returns over the last few years. 

resulting in an “overstated” surplus in the &nominator. ‘l‘hc elected 2: I ratio. more rcllcctivc of 

longer term trends. maintains a halancc bct\\ccn the insurance liabilities and the capital 

supporting them without unduly restricting the rcIcas;L’ ol‘in\cstor capital in the form ot 

policyholder dividends. 

Appendix E.2 and E.3 display XYZ’s simplilied halancc sheet. income stntrmcnt. cash 

flow statement. operating and leverage ratios. and the O<‘(‘ analysis used IO derive the actuarial 
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appraisal value factors. It is important to note that the results displayed in these two appendices 

represent one simulation with no variability in the loss ratios, investment returns or written 

premiums. Appendix E.3 shows the net surplus flows to the policyholders based upon 

maintaining the selected 2: I NLSR. The 1999 simulation year actually required a capital 

contribution of $100.971 by the policyholders in order to raise surplus to $5,071,240. resulting in 

the 2: 1 ratio when compared to the loss & LAE reserves of $ IO, 142,480. Simulation years 2000 

and subsequent provide the payment of dividends to the policyholders. 

The cumulative internal rate of return (IRR) of 15.3% is shown on Appendix E.3 under 

the title Operating Ratios. The IRR was derived using the December 3 I, 1998 surplus of 

$4.298,679 as the policyholders’ initial investment, the net surplus flows derived from the model, 

and a return of the remaining surplus (i.e. remaining initial investment) at December 3 I,2008 of 

$I,88 1,094. The 15.3% IRR can be used as a benchmark for analyzing the OCC desired by 

investors in XYZ Mutual. If the IRR is greater than the OCC, the appraisal value factor will 

exceed one. If the IRR is less than the OCC, the appraisal value factor will fall below one. 

Reviewing the OCC analysis shown on Appendix E.3, the resulting appraisal value factors (ratios 

to surplus) for the 10.0% (I ,301). 12.5% (I ,146) and 15.0% (1.016) OCC are all greater than 

1.000, reflecting the fact that the IRR is greater than all three OCC’s. The appraisal value factors 

(ratios to surplus) were derived using the ratio of the estimated company value simulated by the 

model to the company’s actual December 3 I, 1998 surplus. The estimated company value for 

current policyholders was determined by taking the present value of estimated future 

policyholder dividends (or capital contributions), plus the remaining surplus at the end of ten 

years. discounted at the appropriate OCC. 

Appendix E.4 displays a scatter graph of the results from running the DFA model one 

thousand times with the stochastic switch turned on. With a 12.5% OCC, the appraisal value 

factors range from a low of 0.72 to a high of I .56. with an average appraisal value factor of I. I5 

for the one thousand simulations. Appendix E.5 displays a frequency graph of the one thousand 

simulations, along with the eighty percent middle confidence interval. The appraisal factors 

based upon the eighty percent confidence interval range from a low of I .OO to a high of I .34, 

with an average appraisal value factor of I. 17. 
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The results shotin in Appendix E. I document the actuarial appraisal range of value for 

three different OCC’s: 10.0%. 12.5% and 15.0%. Using an OCC of 12.5%. the company has an 

economic value betueen $4.3 million dollars and $5.8 million dollars. The low end ofthe range 

offers the policyholders the actual stated surplus as of Deccmbcr 3 I. 1997. I‘hc high end of the 

range offers the policyholders $1.5 million dollars more than the actual stated surplus as of 

December 3 I. 1998. As one would expect. sclccting the 15.0% OCC results in a lowering of the 

economic value of the company and selecting the 10.0% OCC results in a raising of the 

economic value of the company. 
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APPENDIX C.t 

XYZ CASUALTY COMPANY MUTUAL 
100.0% COMBINED RATIO 

ANNUAL STATEMENT 
llllB12131/981213119912/31/0012/31/0112/31/02 

ASSETS 
BONDS 747 792 840 890 943 

LIABITIES 
LOSSRESERVE 0 0 0 0 0 

SURPLUS 747 792 840 890 943 1,000 

Ui!X’HF STA-WEtKC 
PREMIUMS EARNED 747 792 840 890 
LOSSES INCURRED 523 554 588 623 
OTHER UNDERWRITING EXPENSE 224 238 252 262 
NET UNDERWRITING GAIN OR (LOSS) 0 0 0 0 
NET INVESTMENT GAIN OR (LOSS) 45 48 ET!2 5.3 
NET INCOME 45 48 50 53 

943 
660 
28.3 

0 

m 
57 

SURPLUS PRIOR YEAR 747 792 840 890 943 
NET INCOME 4.5 48 xl 53 52 
SURPLUS YEAR END 792 840 890 943 1,000 

COMBINED RATIO 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
ANNUAL RETURN 6.0% 60% 60% 6.0% 6.0% 

12/31/02 SURPLUS. 
12/31/02 SURPLUS DISCOUNTED @OCC. 

BEGINNING SURPLUS (INITIAL INVESTMENT). 

1,000 
621 
747 

RATIO OF DISCOUNTED SURPLUS TO INITIAL SURPLUS, 0.831 

NOTE: 
ASSUMES PREMIUM AND LOSSES OCCUR ON 12/31/xX 
ASSUMES A 1:l PREMIUM TO SURPLUS RATIO AT THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR 
ASSUMES AN EXPECTED LOSS RATIO OF 70.0% 
ASSUMES AN OTHER UNDERWRITING EXPENSE RATIO OF 30.0% 
ASSUMES AN ANNUAL BOND RETURN OF 6.0% 
ASSUMES NO TAXES OR INVESTMENT RELATED EXPENSES 
ASSUMES SURPLUS RETURNED AT END OF YEAR 5 
ASSUMES OPPORTUNITY COST OF CAPITAL (OCC) OF 10.0% 

1,000 

0 
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APPENDIX C.2 

XYZ CASUALTY COMPANY MUTUAL 
90.0% COMBINED RATIO 

ANNUAL STATEMENT 

lLm31213119812/31/9912/31/0012/31/0112/31/02 

ASSETS 
BONDS 747 

LIABITIES 
LOSSRESERVE 0 

SURPLUS 747 867 1.006 1,166 1,353 1,569 

PREMIUMS EARNED 
LOSSES INCURRED 
OTHER UNDERWRITING EXPENSE 
NET UNDERWRITING GAIN OR (LOSS) 
NET INVESTMENT GAIN OR (LOSS) 
NET INCOME 

SURPLUS PRIOR YEAR 747 867 1,006 1,166 1,353 
NET INCOME XXI I.39 161 l8z m 
SURPLUS YEAR END 867 1,006 1,166 1,353 1,569 

COMBINED RATIO 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 90.0% 
ANNUAL RETURN 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 16.0% 

867 1,006 1.166 1.353 1,569 

0 0 

747 867 1,006 1,166 1,353 
448 520 603 700 812 

224 x0 3!22 35Q 4Q§ 
75 87 101 117 135 

45 5.2 §Q i!!2 &I 
120 139 161 I87 216 

0 0 

12/31/02 SURPLUS: 
12/31/02 SURPLUS DISCOUNTED @OCC: 

BEGINNING SURPLUS (INITIAL INVESTMENT): 

1,569 
975 
747 

RATIO OF DISCOUNTED SURPLUS TO INITIAL SURPLUS: 1.304 

NOTE: 
ASSUMES PREMIUM AND LOSSES OCCUR ON 12l31lXX 
ASSUMES A 1:l PREMIUM TO SURPLUS RATIO AT THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR 
ASSUMES AN EXPECTED LOSS RATIO OF 60.0% 
ASSUMES AN OTHER UNDERWRITING EXPENSE RATIO OF 30.0% 
ASSUMES AN ANNUAL BOND RETURN OF 6.0% 
ASSUMES NO TAXES OR INVESTMENT RELATED EXPENSES 
ASSUMES SURPLUS RETURNED AT END OF YEAR 5 
ASSUMES OPPORTUNITY COST OF CAPITAL (OCC) OF 10.0% 

0 
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APPENDIX C.3 

XYZ CASUALTY COMPANY MUTUAL 
105.0% COMBINED RATIO 

ANNUAL STATEMENT 
lLlLB12/3119812131/9912/31/0012131/0112131102 

BAMNCF StEEI 
ASSETS 

BONDS 747 755 762 770 778 
LIABILITIES 

LOSS RESERVE 0 0 0 0 0 

SURPLUS 747 755 762 770 778 785 

INCOME STATWENI 
PREMIUMS EARNED 747 755 762 770 
LOSSES INCURRED 560 566 572 577 

OTHER UNDERWRITING EXPENSE 22.4 225 229 23.l 
NET UNDERWRITING GAIN OR (LOSS) -37 -38 -38 -38 
NET INVESTMENT GAIN OR (LOSS) 45 B 46 45 
NET INCOME 7 8 8 8 

SURPLUS PRIOR YEAR 747 755 762 770 778 
NET INCOME z 8 B B B 
SURPLUS YEAR END 755 762 770 778 785 

COMBINED RATIO 105 0% 105 0% 105 0% 105 0% 105 0% 
ANNUAL RETURN 1 0% 1 0% 1 0% 10% 1 0% 

12/31/02 SURPLUS: 
12131102 SURPLUS DISCOUNTED @OCC: 

BEGINNING SURPLUS (INITIAL INVESTMENT): 

785 
488 
747 

RATIO OF DISCOUNTED SURPLUS TO INITIAL SURPLUS. 0 653 

NOTE: 
ASSUMES PREMIUM AND LOSSES OCCUR ON 12/31/Xx 
ASSUMES A I:1 PREMIUM TO SURPLUS RATIO AT THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR 
ASSUMES AN EXPECTED LOSS RATIO OF 75.0% 
ASSUMES AN OTHER UNDERWRITING EXPENSE RATIO OF 30 0% 
ASSUMES AN ANNUAL BOND RETURN OF 6 0% 
ASSUMES NO TAXES OR INVESTMENT RELATED EXPENSES 
ASSUMES SURPLUS RETURNED AT END OF YEAR 5 
ASSUMES OPPORTUNITY COST OF CAPITAL (OCC) OF 10 0% 

785 

0 

778 
583 

233 
-39 
42 

8 
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XYZ CASUALTY MUTUAL COMPANY 
Actuarial Appraisal of Economic Value 

12/31/96 
Surplus 

(1) 
LOW 
(2) 

10% occ 
Midpoint 

(3) 

High 

(4) 

12.5% OCC 15% occ 
Low Midpoint High Low Midpoint High 
(5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Appraisal Value Factor 1.14 1.32 1.50 1 .oo 1.17 1.34 0.88 1 04 1.20 

Estimated Surplus (11) 4,299 4,900 5,674 6,448 4,299 5,029 5,760 3.703 4,471 5.156 

Value Added (12) 602 1,376 2.149 0 731 1,462 (516) 172 660 

(1) XYZ Casualty Company Mutual December 31. 1998 Surplus 
(2)-(4) Refer to Appendix E.6. Middle 80% Confidence Interval Range 
(5)-(7) Refer to Appendix E.5. Middle 60% Confidence Interval Range 

(a)-(1 0) Refer to Appendix E.7. Middle 80% Confidence Interval Range 
(11) Estimated Surplus = Appraisal Value Factor x (I) 
(12) = (11) - (1) 



Surplus. 0ecemLw 31 cvrrent war 

XYZ CASUALTY MUTUAL COMPANY APPENDIX E.2 

ANNUAL STATEMENT 

HbKHl.Xl .sim”l.“on Yea” 

1998 l33.5 2M.c 2ul z!m2 2QQ3 z!a!l4 2M.5 2Lm ZQQZ ZDPB 

9.228.962 1o.l4*.483 9792.643 9.001.648 8.128.738 7.228.X.4 6.38038 5507,384 4.913.87, 4.298.644 3.762.189 

3891485~2.826.2932.473007216388118933961618.721~ 
12.920 447 13.372.533 12.618.937 11.474.655 10.292.619 9.121.749 8.037.089 7.055.995 6.182.304 5409.518 4.733328 

4.298.679 5.071.242 4.896.322 4.500.824 4.064.369 3.914.17, 3.190.184 2.803.682 2.456.939 2.149.922 1.881.094 

17,*19.126 18.443.775 17.515.258 15.975479 14,356 988 12 735.926 11.227.273 9.860.678 8.639.243 7.559.339 6.614422 

4.028.695 4.298.679 5.071.242 096.322 4.500.824 4.c-94359 3.614.17, 3.190.194 2.803.682 2.456.939 2.149.822 
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XYZ CASUALTY MUTUAL COMPANY 
DISTRIBVTION OF ESTIMATE0 COMPANYVALUE TO 1213119.3 STATUTORY SURPLUS 

ASSUMING SURPLUS RETURNED AT END OF YEAR 2WB 
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XYZ CASUALTY MUTUAL COMPANY 
DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATED COMPANY VALVE TO 12131198 STATUTORY SURPLUS 

ASSUMING SVRPLUS RETURNED AT END OF YEAR 2008 
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